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Done, Defended, Doctor! 

 



Phase 1 

Assess 
acceptability 

Phase 2 

Develop & 
test meals 

Phase 3 

Implement 
in real life 

Four years in one slide...  

To develop protein-enriched meals that increase protein intake of 

community-dwelling older adults to prevent undernutrition. 

 
 
 



But we’re not (only) gonna talk about me! 

Let’s kahoot about our experiences 

 

 

 

 

https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/3b09f5d2-a3c4-4549-8308-239071b3e870


Aiming for high impact journals for my PhD 

articles is too ambitious and slows my process 

 Dilemma: 

● More time to write at the start of your PhD. 

● Best articles with findings near the end of your PhD. 
 

 But not necessarily too ambitious: 

● Don’t underestimate the value of your own work. 
 

 Or slowing you down: 

● High IF journals are *pretty* quick with rejections. 



Closed journals with a high impact factor are 

better than open access journals with a low IF 

 

 Obviously depends on the meaning of better. 

 

 That Thing called Tenure Track. 

 

 But what about reach? Societal impact? 



Fun Facts – First and Last Article 

IF: doesn’t even exist yet 

IF: 6.616 



Open Access article 



Closed Access article 

*crickets chirping* 
 

Okaaay not really true: appreciated by fellow scientists! 



Media exposure is too time consuming for 

researchers, who should focus on research & writing 

 To be honest: yes, it is time consuming... 

 

 That being said: you can plan a press release in a 
relatively quiet time! 

 

 Media exposure not needed for every article or finding: 
some you do in the name of science, others for the 
society. 

 

 Finally: depends on the kind of exposure (hint: Twitter). 



I'm not media savvy enough to take the lead in 

media exposure around my articles 

 We have an app a communication officer for that! 



I'm not media savvy enough to take the lead in 

media exposure around my articles 

 We have an app  a communication officer for that! 

 

 We also have courses for that! 

 

 



A high number of Twitter followers is more 

valuable than a high number of citations 

 Again: depends on the 
definition of valuable. 

 Stay in touch with the 
real world. 

 

 Low threshold, less time 
consuming. 

 Set agenda, creating 
awareness. 

 Take part in discussions. 

 Final tip: ResearchGate! 

 



Make the most of it! 

You have plenty of time for 
both great publications and 
valuable publicity. 

 

Take the lead in publishing 
and promoting your work, but 
pay attention to your 
experienced supervisors, too. 

 

You’re doing valuable work: 
own up to it! 

 


